Immediate implant placement and temporisation in the aesthetic zone
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The success of dental restorations can be measured in terms of biological stability over time. With regards to dental implantology, the challenge is no longer one of integration, more long term aesthetic stability of the final restoration. Nowhere is this biological and aesthetic stability more important than in the aesthetic zone.

Teeth and their roots have a supportive role to the alveolar bone in which they are retained. This bone in turn gives support to the gingival tissue overlying it, and the level of this bone directly affects the position of this gingival tissue. Following tooth loss, this support is lost, and both the hard and soft tissue begin a process of remodelling. This process invariably results in the loss of bone, and an alteration in the gingival position. While it is possible to replace this support with the use of bone grafting or collagen plug techniques, this can involve a number of surgical procedures in order to achieve the final result. Original protocols in implantology required that implants be placed into healed edentulous ridges. Implants can, however, be placed at the time of tooth extraction. Such techniques can be used with simultaneous augmentation to preserve ridge width, decreasing total treatment time. This paper, and its case presentation, outline a technique which allows, in the right conditions, the replacement of the support of a lost root, and consequently prevents major bone remodelling and subsequent alteration of soft tissue position. The following case is one of many completed, ranging from the single tooth to multiple units, all of which have a minimum of twelve months follow-up, and the results of which will be collectively published in the near future. The illustrated case involves a 63 year old, retired female patient who was referred to the clinic timeously by her general dental practitioner following root fracture affecting the upper left lateral incisor. Her chief complaint was one of poor aesthetics affecting this tooth (Fig. 1). The condition of this tooth had declined gradually, following placement of a composite crown three years previously. The composite crown had been placed, retained by a temporary post, following failed root canal therapy during which an endodontic instrument was fractured in the tooth (Fig. 2). The patient was in good health, a regular dental attendee with an adequate oral hygiene regime. A full dental assessment was undertaken to include assessment of...
soft and hard tissue, remaining dentition, occlusion and parafunction, current and required oral hygiene and maintenance. The patient was noted to have a high smile line, clearly showing the dentogingival complex in function. A full discussion outlined the options available to the patient, who after consideration, elected a fixed option, with implant restoration being her solution of choice. The patient was fully aware of the risks and alternatives to the procedure, and given her very recent root fracture affecting the tooth, surgery was scheduled for the same week. Mounted study models were produced, upon which, two vacuum formed stents were made over the tooth in question. Full radiographic assessment was undertaken to determine the condition of the remaining root, adjacent teeth and roots, while assessing the area dimensionally for implant placement. The patient was prepared for surgery following pre operative consent and antibiotics together with repeated pre operative rinsing with chlorhexidine gluconate 0.2 %. Standard surgical scrub and drapes were employed. The upper left lateral incisor tooth was carefully extracted using periotomes to preserve both hard and soft tissue around the socket. This technique facilitates tooth removal without traumatising the alveolar bone of the socket or surrounding gingival tissue. The technique can be performed for any extraction, but it is of particular importance when the subsequent placement of dental implants is envisaged.

Following atraumatic tooth removal, the socket was thoroughly irrigated, debrided and fully assessed (Fig. 3). The socket was found to be intact, stable and formed from solid bone. The buccal crestal bone was found to be intact, at a good level and supporting the thick gingival genotype overlying it. Having fully assessed the socket, the implant osteotomy was undertaken, following a flapless surgery protocol with both external and internal irrigation, and using the surgical stent as a guide to the final required position. Bone removed during the procedure was harvested (Fig. 4). The osteotomy was prepared and the fixture placed slightly towards the palatal plane. The implant was seated to the desired vertical position to allow ideal soft tissue position after healing. The implant (Nobel Biocare RST 16 mm NP) was inserted and torqued to 35 Ncm (Fig. 5). After implant placement, the socket was then reassessed. As expected there was found to be a slight void between implant and buccal plate. The harvested bone was packed into this defect, as an adjunctive graft, in order to support the buccal plate and its overlying gingivae. Having placed the implant and harvest graft, the bony socket was now supporting its overlying hard and soft tissues once more. Attention then turns towards gaining support for the crestal soft tissues. An immediate temporary abutment was torqued on to the implant again to 35 Ncm, and a Teflon cap placed over this (Fig. 6). Using the second vacuum formed stent, a temporary crown was constructed using a flowable composite resin, and light cured before being removed. Following removal, the crown is added to and carefully polished, especially in the cervical area, to give a highly polished, ergonomic temporary restoration which is adequately supportive to the cervical gingival tissues, providing a circumferencial seal around the marginal area. Following final polishing, the
A temporary crown is luted to the temporary abutment using a temporary cement. The post operative radiograph (Fig. 7) shows this situation and highlights a small excess of temporary cement which can be easily removed with floss. The temporary restoration is kept clear of the occlusion. Given the implant is placed directly into the extraction socket, and that the adequately supportive temporary crown provides an excellent crestal gingival seal, no flap is required and consequently, no sutures are used in this procedure. Standard post operative protocols are followed. As a result of this flapless approach, the trauma of surgery is lessened, and review one week post surgery shows an excellent recovery (Fig. 8), with very little sign of any trauma, swelling or alteration of the surrounding gingival tissue, which largely remains unchanged. After a five to six month healing period, during which regular review is undertaken, the temporary crown is removed using a crown remover. The temporary abutment is removed and the socket irrigated. A standard open tray impression technique is used to record the position of the implant, and the temporary abutment and crown replaced. The subsequently produced model is used to construct an abutment and crown, replicating the exact support given by the temporary setup. The case is completed by final abutment placement and torque to 35 Ncm. Following trial fit, and approval of the definitive restoration, the occlusion is checked and adjusted as required. The Zirconia crown is cemented using a resin cement, with care being taken to minimally load the cement and remove any excess prior to and after cure. Occlusion is again assessed and adjusted as required. The success of the restoration is evident immediately after cementation (Fig. 9), at 3 month (Fig. 10), six month (Fig. 11) and 18 month review (Fig. 12a & b). In order to successfully perform the procedure outlined above, timing is essential, particularly in the case of the root fractured tooth. In these cases, if such treatment is not initiated in good time, the area can become infected with corresponding sinus formation and inevitable loss of the buccal plate of bone. This would entail reassessment and treatment using a multi-staged, delayed placement regime. In order to perform flapless surgery, the operator must have suitable experience, and be competent in the procedure. Added to this, as with any surgery, a full knowledge and appreciation of the anatomy surrounding the surgical site is essential to ensure a successful outcome. It is sometimes necessary to carry out further special tests or procedures during the planning stages, to ascertain further information prior to commencement of treatment. These may include CT scanning or ridge mapping of the proposed surgical site. Following atraumatic tooth extraction and socket assessment it may, occasionally, not be possible to proceed with immediate implant placement for a number of reasons. In such cases proper planning is essential to ensure that an alternative treatment option may be undertaken. While flapless surgery incurs decreased trauma and faster healing, during any flapless procedure, it must be remembered that the operator can, at any time, raise a flap, if at all concerned with regards to surgical progress. Biological stability has been maintained from removal of the damaged root right through to cementation of the definitive restoration. By respecting and understanding the natural tissues in this way, predictably excellent results can be achieved time after time.

The clinical photographs and case discussion are included with the expressed permission of the patient involved. All of the laboratory stages for the case were completed by Lincoln Ceramics, Glasgow.
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